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Dystopia Film: Response to brief.

Dystopia Film
Taking the clips from the supplied film we 
create an inter-screen before playing each 
one.

The title screen gives the name of the film 
and its date of release. Rather than using 
a text description to describe the films 
content we use text and iconography.

As if being part of the Guides filing system 
each clip will have highlighted icons that 
explore the main themes of the movie.

After each clip plays we see the 
appearance of the Guides time-line. The 
Guide represents each time segment as a 
particle, we see the slow dissolve of these 
indicating time decaying and running out 
while overlayed with a representation of 
the Doomsday clock ticking. The clip then 
fades using a particle dissolve into a relative 
real world clip with text illustrating the threat 
to the world posed by the themes we see 
in the preceding movie. Using the same 
dissolve we then merge into the next movie 
clip. 

Pitch visuals for the  
Science Museum Group

Winning creative for an 
exhibition focussed on the 
merging of future science 
with science fiction. 
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Science Fiction: Voyage to the Edge of the Imagination. Response to brief.

Lot 4: Commissioned Films and Edits of Existing Footage
Requirements
As part of the whole exhibition: Science Fiction: Voyage to the Edge of the Imagination 
there will be a requirement for interview footage and edits of existing clips to be brought 
together into a cohesive whole that helps to support and feel part of the exhibition as a 
whole.

The finished product in all cases should follow the creative guidelines set out by the 
Science Museum and Framestore. We will work closely with the Lead Gallery Designer 
and exhibition creatives to ensure that our work has synergy with the overall aesthetic 
of the exhibition.

For the purposes of these visuals where necessary we have chosen to represent the 
guide as Richard Ayoade, while we understand that this is not part of the creative 
for Lot 4 and will be handled by an external contractor we felt that it helped to show 
understanding of the creative ethos of the exhibition and where needed we would use 
the character to represent ‘The Guide’. 

All of our screen edits will be easily translatable into other languages for the touring 
aspect of the exhibition. We thought that there could be an extra element to the 
Guide’s alien background by creating his own glyph based language and font which is 
representative of the earthly alphabet.
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Science Fiction: Voyage to the Edge of the Imagination. Response to brief.
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Science Fictional Thinking. Response to brief.

science fictional thinking
We begin with a shot of multiple screens showing 
Skype/zoom call type images. These whiz past the 
view port as we see from the Guides point of view the 
vast array of information it has to choose from. 

One passing clip is then highlighted and accessed. 
From there we repeat the process until all three 
interview screens are visible. This enables the initial 
selection to be very fast and visually stimulating.

Once we have the three speakers on screen we 
see the question appear, whomever answers the 
question is then enlarged on screen. If the quality of 
the interview is poor we can intersperse the clips with 
some film glitch as if the Guide was receiving the clip 
via a live feed. 

With one speaker on screen we can still see the other 
speakers who can react to the question also. To keep 
the pace up in this clip we can reduce the speaker 
and use stock footage to help to illustrate the point 
being covered. Allowing quick cuts with resizing of 
the screens should keep the action moving at pace 
on screen.

An occasional cut of the Guide can also be used 
as he evaluates the speakers answer and using 
a progress bar shows that the humans prediction 
accuracy is increasing. 

Pitch visuals for the  
Science Museum Group

Winning creative for an 
exhibition focussed on the 
merging of future science 
with science fiction. 



Digital Marketing Visuals 
for CMTV campaign

Images created by myself 
in photoshop to promote a 
digital marketing campaign 
‘The triangle of power’



Pluto 7 Brochure 
Spreads

A selection of bespoke 
illustration pieces 
generated with stock 
images and 3D elements 
for prestige brochure 
covering different verticals.

STAND OUT INNOVATION
Having intelligence is one thing – knowing how to apply it is what really counts.

That might seem an obvious thing to say, but the reality is that businesses over 
the next few years will be presented with an abundance of choice when  
it comes to data empowerment.

At Pluto7 we’re constantly innovating in the way data and intelligence is 
combined. This can be seen in our ML solutions, which help you deliver big  
on three core areas of customer engagement:

A quick look at the ‘how’
Marketing ML

Outcome:  Increase marketing ROI 
Key Pluto7 benefits:   3x improvement in click-through rate 

90% traffic predition rate

It’s here that we can help you analyze marketing data in real-time to transform 
prospect and customer engagement with hyper personalization. As a result, 
you’ll enjoy a step change in key metrics, including:

•  Customer segmentation – understand buying signals and how to act  
upon them

•  Campaign targeting – sense buying patterns and simplify complex choices

•  Content optimization – discover the most appropriate ways to connect 
with audiences

Sales ML

Outcome: Improve quoting and pipeline efficiency by 80% 
Key Pluto7 benefits:  90%-95% forecast accuracy 

2x churn reduction

Where we can help you improve quoting and pipeline efficiency by 80%, 
simplify sales tasks and deliver real-time sales forecasting:

•  Revenue forecasting – gain deeper, predictions-based customer insights

•  Churn reduction – proactively manage renewals risk throughout  
your pipeline

•  Sentiment analysis – including positive/negative sentiment into pricing 
and quality

Demand ML

Outcome: 90%-95% forecast accuracy 
Key Pluto7 benefits:   50% reduced inventory cost $1m+ savings  

per ML model ROI

The solution for managing unpredictable fluctuations in demand,  
while accelerating your digitization journey on the road to next generation  
(4.0) manufacturing:

• Workload prediction – allocate resources to anticipated customer demand

•  Demand forecasting – manage complex decisions and the planning  
of product volumes

•  Preventative maintenance – improve production efficiency, reduce 
downtime and cut costs

Preventative Maintenance ML

Outcome:  Improve quality, productivity and reduce  
associated costs

Key Pluto7 benefits:  Improve production efficiency from 45% to 80%, 
reduce downtime and maintain quality

The solution that provides predictive capabilities for forecasting failure and 
determining the remaining useful life of specific equipment to help reduce: 

• Early stage downtimes that reduce available capacity

• Late-stage downtimes that result in quality issues

• Productivity issues on the manufacturing shop floor

Supply ML

Outcome: Reduce inventory carrying costs and improve  
 on-time delivery 
Key Pluto7 benefits:   50% reduced inventory cost & secure your supply 

chain with real-time inventory management

Here we help improve inventory visibility and production planning by providing 
the predictive capability required to forecast different supply scenarios:

• Calculate the optimized days of inventory for a given set of demands

•  Determine the perfect routing for deliveries to help optimize cost 
efficiencies and maximize on-time fulfilment



Pluto 7 Brochure 
Spreads

FINDING YOUR BIG NUMBER
What numbers matter most to your business? And which 
would benefit most from game-changing insights that in their 
combination could inspire breakthrough levels of enhanced 
performance?

•  Is it the level of customer retention you can factor into  
future planning?

•  Is it the number of positive outcomes delivered by your 
marketing activities?

•  Is it the inventory costs that need to be lowered if profits  
are to increase?

•  Or is it simply the number of high-value customers  
you can predict? 

Obviously the answer is going to depend on job title and 
responsibility. So here’s a number for those involved in delivering 
the technical infrastructure needed to make your company tick: 
how would you rate yourself out of 10 for realizing the potential  
of ML and AI?

Enabling companies to think big
We fully recognize how ambitious firms thrive on a complex mix 
of innovation and efficiency; how anticipating and stimulating 
customer demand is vital for maintaining sales figures and supply 
chain performance; and how digitization is key to future progress.

That said we also have our areas of expertise. Chief among these 
being ML and AI solutions built on Google Cloud, that help 
businesses like yours gain end-to-end visibility of the complete 
customer journey. Equally significant, our story is based on real-time 
data, greater automation and leaner supply chains.

Pluto7 at work
We offer solutions in four key areas:

•  Manufacturing: where we’ve worked with India’s largest 
construction company to improve engineer productivity  
and reduced certain processes from weeks to minutes  
(if not seconds!)

•  Hi-Tech: where we’ve helped a global networking company  
cut the time to renew quotes from 3-4 weeks to 50 minutes

•  Retail: where we’ve enabled a large chain of furniture stores  
to better predict in-store customer traffic by 80+%

•  Healthcare: where we’ve worked with a top medical college  
to cut down processing times for clinical trials by 75%

These are capabilities brought to life through our partnership with 
Google Cloud. What that means for you is phenomenal innovation 
capabilities and mind-blowing business insights, all delivered on  
the most innovative platform for AI and ML out there. We think it’s  
a game changer, hence why Pluto7 is proud to be an award-winning 
Google Cloud Premier Partner.

PUTTING THE SPECIAL 
IN SPECIALIST
At Pluto7 we’re big on ML.

It’s a topic that requires a lot of knowledge to master: to identify  
the best ways to understand (mostly hidden) data and statistics;  
to mine raw data sets; and to put the resulting insights to work  
in solving complex business challenges.

It’s a topic that’s at the very cutting edge of business technology, 
which is why we believe in the value of specialists over generalists. 
And let’s face it: there are many companies out there talking up ML, 
while trying to reiterate their size, scale and reach.

But at Pluto7 we’ve been specialized since the day we were born. 
As a result, we’ve been able to build up proven ML capabilities 
and specific use cases for marketing, sales and supply chains – and 
integrated these to deliver a game-changing customer experience.

Consultancy-grade strategy  
and support
With Pluto7 you’ll find a business whose philosophy is to boost 
human creativity and accelerate business (alongside wider societal) 
transformation. We appreciate it’s a big ask!

We also appreciate that customers are looking for practical  
solutions to real-world business challenges. And by that we 
don’t just mean providing the tech and leaving you to stitch it 
all together. Instead our approach is to apply innovation to your 
desired outcome, alongside the experience needed to make  
it all happen. 

This is where our range of consultancy services comes into play. 
These are designed to create an interconnected tech stack and  
to champion data empowerment through ML/AI. 

We’ll also work with you to explore use cases and identify the  
ideal architecture. 

Pluto7’s proven methodology 
includes:

•  Innovation days – which combine your goals and use  
cases with an ML roadmap

•  1-day discovery workshops – where you can map out  
an entire ML/AI journey and prioritize use cases to focus on

•  POC and prototype sessions – to develop solutions  
and integration schema. Identify supporting data integration 
and familiarize with Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning

•  Workforce enablement – with an array of ML  
and Google Cloud education

•  AI & Analytics deployment – to help you find the right 
workloads to transform

Pluto7’s credentials
•  Winner: 2019 Gartner Supply Chain Innovator CPG Award

•  Google Cloud Premium Partner

•  Finalist: 2019 Gartner Supply Chain Innovation of the Year

•  Google Cloud Breakthrough Partner of the Year 2018 Finalist The answer is close to home
We’re proud to be based in California. In fact we see our ability to combine  
awe-inspiring tech and deep integration expertise as a continuation of the  
region’s leading reputation for innovation excellence. What’s more, this  
is know-how we bring to you with our commitment to flying anywhere  
in the world to help solve customer problems.

It’s just another reason (we hope) to start the conversation. A discussion  
that could be an introductory ‘get to know each other’ meeting. Or we could  
jump straight into ‘let’s get solving’ mode.

1 day discovery workshop
Ready to learn, brainstorm, create and innovate? That’s exactly what this workshop 
aims to do. A session that focuses on:

• Your business ambitions – and how these will guide your tech strategy

•  Defining your digitization journey – and transforming your operations  
from ML to AI

• Roadmap and recommendations – for how you can get started

•  Our domain expertise – including use cases and Google Cloud competencies

WHERE IN THE WORLD  
DOES THIS EXPERTISE EXIST?

Start the ball rolling
Already looking at ML technologies with one eye  
on AI? Or feel it’s time to get started before your 
business gets left behind? 

Either way, it could be the perfect time to arrange 
a discovery workshop.

We’ll offer guidance on who should come and what 
you’ll need to bring – though mostly it’s your brains 
and a sense of invention.

Contact Pluto7 to start the conversation.

BRILLIANCE YOU 
CAN’T IGNORE
Yes, that’s a BIG 7.

A big 7 for a big idea: one that offers enormous potential for  
your business and huge benefits for any transformation agenda.

With Pluto7 come truly unique capabilities for machine learning, 
artificial intelligence, and analytics to drive impactful business 
transformation. Brought to you by a company that contains some  
of the finest minds in data science, able to draw on its surroundings 
in the very heart of Silicon Valley, California.

But what does this all mean?
The big picture headline for Pluto7 is relatively simple: we’ll help 
unlock new ways to ramp up your revenue numbers, customer 
renewal rates, and marketing ROI. At the same time, you’ll also  
see operational costs heading south.

To back this up we also offer highly skilled and dedicated services  
to bring these benefits to life: to turn them from the theoretical  
to practical, day-to-day advantages. 

What’s more, we’re already delivering on these promises with  
a number of leading companies in your industry. Helping them define 
and implement an AI an ML-driven innovation journey – and enjoy  
a unique business transformation experience along the way.

We’d now like to offer you the opportunity to go big and over the 
following few pages you’ll find an overview to the what, how and why.

Ready to get started?

The magic number 7
Talk to cognitive psychologists and they’ll soon tell you that  
7 really is the magic number. That’s the amount of ‘slots’ our  
short-term memory has for retaining information. So if you  
hear 15 facts, likelihood is you’ll soon forget 8 of them.

Hence the 7 in our name: a constant reminder that ML and data 
science outputs always need to be simple enough for people  
to understand – while delivering memorable outputs.

“ The truth is there are  
very few organizations in the world  

who can do what we do ”
Manjunath Devadas, CEO, Pluto7 



Visuals for web based 
animated video for high 

end property brand

All images are 3d models, 
lit and textured in Blender 
by myself



Synergy property group intereactive video for high 
end property group



Heidelberg UK UI visuals for interaactive 
video produced for 
Heidelberg for their product 
range



Barton Willmore Initial web visuals for 
large independent reading 
based design consultancy 
UI and UX 

bartonwillmore.co.uk/
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A series of complex illustrations, from a modular 
world view each ‘zone’ could then be expanded in 
greater detail. Final usage was an interactive PDF that 
contained illustrations throughout. Zones included 
‘Banking’, ‘Healthcare’, ‘Retail’, ‘Manufacturing and 
many more.

Atos
Rich Picture Illustrations



DM Piece as part of the ‘now that’s a conversation worth having’ campaign 
for Atos. DM Piece is a branded box containing an LP from a range of 
fictional bands illustrating the ‘Formats Change but Function Remains the 
Same’ theme.

Atos
Conversation Starter DM



Pencil scamps finished on Mac to convey initial creative concepts for 
Toshiba’s R50 launch promotional material.

Toshiba
R50 Campaign Launch Visuals



Final execution of R50 Campaign across microsite, video, web banners and print 
<<click here to see video>>

Toshiba
R50-Product Launch

http://www.toshiba.co.uk/innovation/generic/Satellite-Pro-R50-B/


Stand concepts for Sepura exhibition at Using Critical Communications  
World 2015. Taking concepts through planning stage, liaising with 
manufacturers and costing. From initial scamps to full 3d visualisation,  
video and fly through.

Sepura
Stand Visualisation



Creating concept visualisations for Press Ad campaign for Epson 
education products. From scamps, choosing models, working closely 
with photographer, art directing photoshoot on location with client, art 
directing photoshoot of projector in studio and overseeing final production of 
advertisements.

Epson
Education Press Ads



Initial concepts for a viral video featuring Lewis Hamilton for Epson. Focusing 
on Epson and ink cartridges that do not need to be replaced for up to 3 
years. Initial concept ideas and video storyboard.

Epson
F1 Viral Video Concepts

Printing has never looked so good

F1 Viral Storyboard: FUEL FOR SUCCESS

On Screen Text

We open in a darkened room. In the centre of the room/frame 
we see Lewis Hamilton stood looking downwards.  
He is beautifully lit – there’s an eerily cool ambience about  
the environment. We hear the quiet pounding of the beat  
of our soundtrack begin. 

Wearing a Mercedes-branded t-shirt, with his racing overalls 
unzipped to the waist, Lewis slowly raises his head to look 
directly at the camera. 

Scene: 1

Scene: 2Suddenly, Lewis’s t-shirt flickers in and out of vision, until 
totally vanished – revealing his bare torso. 

Scene: 3Cut to a close-up of Lewis’s right wrist. We slowly pan up the 
length of his entire arm, taking in the details of his tattoo sleeve

F1 Viral Storyboard: FUEL FOR SUCCESS

On Screen Text

We cut to a mid-shot of Lewis. He looks down at his chest  
as the ink creeps across it. 

(For the majority of our shots, the camera is positioned on a 
360-degree dolly rig that tracks very slowly around Lewis to 
add interest to the piece, with a constant sense of movement.)

Scene: 5

Cut to a macro close-up of the left of Lewis’s chest – allowing us to see the intricacies of the new tattoos 
that are inking themselves across his body*. 

The left of his chest becomes covered with symbolic imagery that conveys his move to the Mercedes 
team in 2013. Following the same style of his existing work, this new artwork includes the circular 
Mercedes logo, Lewis’s helmet design, an animated wheel-spinning F1 tyre with plumes of smoke 
billowing from it, and the outline of the Hungarian grand prix circuit (his first win with the team). 

(For the most part, our frame cuts and tattoo animations stay in time with soundtrack – which builds and 
increases in volume throughout the video.) 

*This visual effect will be achieved using a mixture of 3D modelling and 2D elements in post-production. 

Scene: 6

Scene: 4As the camera reaches Lewis’s shoulder (where his  
tattoos end), we see fresh ink appear – stemming from his 
existing work. 



Concept material for Adobe Days. Adobe Days is a meeting between current 
low revenue Adobe Clients and the Adobe sales team to encourage the 
prospects to involve and invest more heavily with the Adobe Marketing Suite.

Adobe
Summer in the City event

Concept 1

Page 2

See your business take shape

AdobeCampaign concept
An illustrated cityscape that focuses on the word 
‘Day’. Each section of the illustration shows 
customers going about their daily business using 
the Adobe Marketing Cloud core products. 
Because of the detail and complexity of the 
information, the style of the illustration could look 
more like an infographic.

Case studies (e.g. Panasonic) can be incorporated 
within the cityscape. Colour also can be used, taken 
from the Marketing Cloud core colour palette.

Campaign key messaging

Adobe Days
See your business take shape

Adobe Days
Shaping the way you do business

See your business take shape

© 2015 Oculus Design & Communications Limited  

Taking the plunge

Campaign concept

Based on the theory of the customer taking ‘the plunge’, from being 
an interested prospect to an approved partner.

The imagery can be tailored towards the precise tone of voice used 
for the Adobe Days.

The idea is to convey a sense of depth and the lengths to which 
the Value Engineering team go through to present to prospects.

Initial visuals combine sunbeams in deep water with a diver 
to give a sense of depth with the shafts of light implying elements 
of clarity and solution.

Campaign key messaging

Take the plunge
Jump in with us on an Adobe Day

Testing the water?
An Adobe Day gives you the opportunity

Concept 4

Take the plunge
Jump in with us on an Adobe Day

AdobeDays

AdobeDays
Take the plunge
Jump in with us on an Adobe Day

AdobeDays

Take the plunge
Jump in with us on an Adobe Day

Page 11© 2015 Oculus Design & Communications Limited  

Unlimited horizons

Campaign concept

Uses an abstract spherical image to reflect the connections and data 
sharing of the Marketing Cloud applications. Coupled with the effect 
of a stylised sun rising behind the sphere, this implies size and the 
complexity of the interactions within the data sphere.

The suggestion is then that a day is dawning, an Adobe Day. 
Again, the images serve to convey a sense of depth and also the lengths 
and complexity of data the Value Engineering team go through to 
present to prospects.

Campaign key messaging

Adobe Days
Explore unlimited horizons

Concept 6

Adobe Days

Adobe Days

Adobe Days
Explore unlimited horizons

Explore unlimited horizons

Explore unlimited horizons

Adobe Days

Page 17© 2015 Oculus Design & Communications Limited  Page 5

Concept 2

Campaign concept
Using balloons as great visual icons for celebration, 
here they are also used to take the customer on a 
journey. Each balloon would be branded in the colours 
of the eight Adobe Marketing Cloud products. 
The simplicity of this concept implies the customers’ 
business would take off with an Adobe Day, and together 
move up to greater heights.

Campaign key messaging

Adobe Days
Get ready for take off

Adobe Days
Taking you to greater heights

Get ready for take off

Get ready for take o�

© 2015 Oculus Design & Communications Limited  
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Concept 3

When business comes together

Adobe 
When business comes together

Adobe 

When business comes together

Adobe Days

When business comes together

Campaign concept
A great day is a celebration. Here, the visual look of the branding is 
eventful, memorial and good for business. This implies that all the tools 
needed to make a successful business grow are around, suspended in 
time, when in a second everything comes together in one great day.

The visual shows a suspended explosion of data, information from the 
eight core products of Adobe Marketing Cloud, all coming together 
behind the words Adobe Days.

Campaign key messaging

Adobe Days
When business comes together

© 2015 Oculus Design & Communications Limited  

Opportunity world

Campaign concept

An illustrative route to outline the opportunities of an Adobe Day 
to prospects.

A modular cityscape that reflects the customisable options of the Adobe 
Marketing Cloud. The illustration can take more or less technical 
complexity dependent on requirements, 3D or vector graphics.

Whilst creating a standalone graphic, the individual modular elements 
can be used to zoom in and focus on specified items of the solution 
process offered by the Adobe Day and incorporate the iconography of 
the Marketing Cloud applications.

Being interchangeable, the elements or zones could be disconnected 
and used individually to tailor messaging.

Campaign key messaging

Adobe Days
An opportunity of worlds

Concept 5

An opportunity of worlds

AdobeDays

An opportunity of worlds

AdobeDaysAdobeDays
Explore an opportunity of worlds

Page 14© 2015 Oculus Design & Communications Limited  



UNDERGRADUATE 
PROSPECTUS 2017

POSTGRADUATE 
PROSPECTUS 2017

READING
MORE THAN JUST A FESTIVAL, MORE THAN JUST A TOWN 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit. Nullam 
vel ipsum non urna varius feugiat. 
Curabitur fermentum ipsum ut diam 
pellentesque convallis. Integer sed diam 
vulputate, iaculis leo vel, tempus urna. 
Proin ultrices non augue varius placerat. 
Proin volutpat gravida rhoncus. Nunc sit 
amet augue justo. Aenean quis euismod 
nisl, a tincidunt justo. Ut et dui eget est 
rhoncus porttitor.

Morbi feugiat ante ut mattis suscipit. Sed 
efficitur lectus eget libero vestibulum, ac 
imperdiet diam rutrum. Cras vitae viverra 
quam. Sed et lobortis diam, in pulvinar 
nisl. Phasellus lobortis metus diam, vel 
placerat eros fringilla nec. Interdum et 
malesuada fames ac ante ipsum primis 
in faucibus. Maecenas id consectetur 
nunc. Suspendisse id purus imperdiet, 
suscipit turpis quis, sagittis nisl. Duis ut 
pharetra risus.

Donec porta ut mauris id mollis. 
Maecenas quis fringilla felis. Sed auctor 
dolor non dolor blandit porttitor. Etiam 
vestibulum, nunc ultricies scelerisque 
venenatis, ligula tortor cursus sem, vitae 
mollis lectus dolor a augue. Vivamus 
tincidunt odio et ipsum cursus, non 
egestas ex rutrum. Phasellus fermentum 
luctus dui. Ut vel tincidunt ante. Nulla 
sed nisi feugiat, auctor lorem eget, 
ultrices sapien. Aliquam id volutpat est. 
Etiam ac rutrum eros, ac vestibulum mi. 
Etiam nisi diam, viverra non facilisis sit 
amet, sollicitudin nec metus. Phasellus 
lacinia pharetra orci vel molestie. Morbi 

feugiat ante ut mattis suscipit. Sed 
efficitur lectus eget libero vestibulum, ac 
imperdiet diam rutrum. Cras vitae viverra 
quam. Sed et lobortis diam, in pulvinar 
nisl. Phasellus lobortis metus diam, vel 
placerat eros fringilla nec. Interdum et 
malesuada fames ac ante ipsum primis 
in faucibus. Maecenas id consectetur 
nunc. Suspendisse id purus imperdiet, 
suscipit turpis quis, sagittis nisl. Duis ut 
pharetra risus.
Donec porta ut mauris id mollis. 
Maecenas quis fringilla felis. Sed auctor 
dolor non dolor blandit porttitor. Etiam 
vestibulum, nunc ultricies scelerisque 
venenatis, ligula tortor cursus sem, vitae 
mollis lectus dolor a augue. Vivamus 
tincidunt odio et ipsum cursus, non 
egestas ex rutrum. Phasellus fermentum 
luctus dui. Ut vel tincidunt ante. Nulla sed 
nisi feugiat, auctor lorem eget, ultrices 
sapien. Aliquam id volutpat est. Etiam 
ac rutrum eros, ac vestibulum mi. Etiam 
nisi diam, viverra non facilisis sit amet, 
sollicitudin

LOREM IPSUM DOLOR SIT AMET

Moodboard 2

quality | exciting | purposeful

NIGHTLIFE

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit. Nullam 
vel ipsum non urna varius feugiat. 
Curabitur fermentum ipsum ut diam 
pellentesque convallis. Integer sed diam 
vulputate, iaculis leo vel, tempus urna. 
Proin ultrices non augue varius placerat. 
Proin volutpat gravida rhoncus. Nunc sit 
amet augue justo. Aenean quis euismod 
nisl, a tincidunt justo. Ut et dui eget est 
rhoncus porttitor.

Morbi feugiat ante ut mattis suscipit. Sed 
efficitur lectus eget libero vestibulum, ac 
imperdiet diam rutrum. Cras vitae viverra 
quam. Sed et lobortis diam, in pulvinar 
nisl. Phasellus lobortis metus diam, vel 
placerat eros fringilla nec. Interdum et 
malesuada fames ac ante ipsum primis 
in faucibus. Maecenas id consectetur 
nunc. Suspendisse id purus imperdiet, 
suscipit turpis quis, sagittis nisl. Duis ut 
pharetra risus.

Donec porta ut mauris id mollis. 
Maecenas quis fringilla felis. Sed auctor 
dolor non dolor blandit porttitor. Etiam 
vestibulum, nunc ultricies scelerisque 
venenatis, ligula tortor cursus sem, vitae 
mollis lectus dolor a augue. Vivamus 
tincidunt odio et ipsum cursus, non 
egestas ex rutrum. Phasellus fermentum 
luctus dui. Ut vel tincidunt ante. Nulla sed 
nisi feugiat, auctor lorem eget, ultrices 
sapien. Aliquam id volutpat est. Etiam 
ac rutrum eros, ac vestibulum mi. Etiam 
nisi diam, viverra non facilisis sit amet, 
sollicitudin nec metus. Phasellus lacinia 
pharetra orci vel molestie. Morbi

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Nullam vel 
ipsum non urna varius feugiat. Curabitur fermentum ipsum ut diam 
pellentesque convallis. Integer sed diam vulputate, iaculis leo vel, 
tempus urna. Proin ultrices non augue varius placerat. Proin volutpat 
gravida rhoncus. Nunc sit amet augue justo. Aenean quis euismod nisl, 
a tincidunt justo. Ut et dui eget est rhoncus porttitor.

Morbi feugiat ante ut mattis suscipit. Sed efficitur lectus eget libero 
vestibulum, ac imperdiet diam rutrum. Cras vitae viverra quam. Sed 
et lobortis diam, in pulvinar nisl. Phasellus lobortis metus diam, vel 
placerat eros fringilla nec. Interdum et malesuada fames ac ante ipsum 
primis in faucibus. Maecenas id consectetur nunc. Suspendisse id 
purus imperdiet, suscipit turpis quis, sagittis nisl. Duis ut pharetra risus.

CHEMISTRY TEACHING AND 
LEARNING 
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit. 
Pellentesque bibendum eleifend 
ipsum ut dictum. In vulputate, 
lorem ac malesuada commodo, 
mauris ex aliquet dui, eu 
pellentesque est eros id enim. Sed 
nec porttitor elit. Pellentesque 
laoreet odio eget nisi fermentum 
porttitor. Morbi iaculis, ipsum 
vitae facilisis dictum, sapien odio 
laoreet sapien, nec gravida odio 
metus sit amet ante. 

Vivamus blandit sodales aliquam. 
Aliquam pharetra cursus finibus. 
Fusce vulputate fringilla nisi, 
pulvinar ullamcorper purus 
placerat quis. Nunc sapien nulla, 
commodo quis sapien vel, blandit 
venenatis turpis. Maecenas 
ultrices, leo sed venenatis suscipit, 
nulla mi sagittis metus, vel iaculis 
lectus arcu non urna. Nam a 
volutpat tellus, vitae ullamcorper 
lorem. Proin risus nisl, imperdiet 
et congue sit amet, dictum vitae 
augue.

PLACEMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Nulla facilisi. Ut sit amet dui 
porttitor, congue arcu eu, 
pellentesque diam. Pellentesque 
dui ipsum, suscipit sed enim non, 
egestas dignissim lorem. Sed quis 
lacus non lacus lobortis lacinia 

ut eu dui. Aliquam quam sapien, 
sodales et ante maximus, ultrices 
mattis libero. In eget egestas 
tortor. Etiam vestibulum mi eget 
tortor molestie ornare. In hac 
habitasse platea dictumst. Integer 
commodo imperdiet ligula. Donec 
imperdiet magna eu quam laoreet 
viverra. Morbi vel convallis purus.

Sed a arcu vel enim congue aliquet 
eu in nunc. Aliquam erat volutpat. 
Integer ullamcorper finibus dui 
ut hendrerit. Praesent maximus 
tempus ante at ultrices. Aliquam 
at mollis tortor. In hac habitasse 
platea dictumst. Ut fringilla mollis 

tristique. Vivamus dui tortor, 
aliquam ut quam sed, maximus 
mattis nulla. Quisque et eros 
nibh. Sed dictum cursus tellus ut 
ultricies. In hac habitasse platea 
dictumst. Morbi gravida orci at 
quam pellentesque placerat. 
Maecenas aliquet dolor non iaculis 
rhoncus.

CAREER PROSPECTS 
Quisque facilisis sapien tincidunt 
pulvinar porttitor. Ut quis ornare 
eros, quis tristique quam. In et 
pretium nibh. Donec convallis 
justo massa, vel malesuada 
ipsum aliquam non. Sed vitae 
scelerisque lacus. Cras tempus 
erat non condimentum ultrices. 
Phasellus dolor tortor, mattis 
in condimentum vitae, egestas 
sed magna. Duis consequat, mi 
a volutpat iaculis, metus felis 
hendrerit orci, sit amet euismod 

libero enim sit amet felis. Morbi vel 
massa mauris. Aliquam vehicula 
lorem magna. Quisque vel mauris 
vel odio finibus viverra. In hac 
habitasse platea dictumst. Proin 
non fermentum leo. Fusce lobortis 
luctus congue sit amet, dictum 
vitae augue.

BSC OR MCHEM 
Quisque facilisis sapien tincidunt 
pulvinar porttitor. Ut quis ornare 
eros, quis tristique quam. In et 
pretium nibh. Donec convallis 
justo massa, vel malesuada 
ipsum aliquam non. Sed vitae 
scelerisque lacus. Cras tempus 
erat non condimentum ultrices. 
Phasellus dolor tortor, mattis 
in condimentum vitae, egestas 
sed magna. Duis consequat, mi 
a volutpat iaculis, metus felis 
hendrerit orci, sit amet euismod 
libero enim sit amet felis. Morbi vel 
massa mauris. Aliquam vehicula 
lorem magna. Quisque vel mauris 
vel odio finibus viverra. In hac 
habitasse platea dictumst. Proin 
non fermentum leo. Fusce lobortis 
luctus cursus.

Lorem ipsum 
dolor sit amet, 

consectetur 
adipiscing elit.

vestibulum 
augue. Mauris 
pretium a felis 
quis convallis. 

Phasellus in 
eleifend diam. 

Phasellus quis mollis ipsum.  
Pellentesque

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit. Nullam 
vel ipsum non urna varius feugiat. 
Curabitur fermentum ipsum ut diam 
pellentesque convallis. Integer sed diam 
vulputate, iaculis leo vel, tempus urna. 
Proin ultrices non augue varius placerat. 
Proin volutpat gravida rhoncus. Nunc sit 
amet augue justo. Aenean quis euismod 
nisl, a tincidunt justo. Ut et dui eget est 
rhoncus porttitor.

Morbi feugiat ante ut mattis suscipit. Sed 
efficitur lectus eget libero vestibulum, ac 
imperdiet diam rutrum. Cras vitae viverra 
quam. Sed et lobortis diam, in pulvinar 
nisl. Phasellus lobortis metus diam, vel 
placerat eros fringilla nec. Interdum et 
malesuada fames ac ante ipsum primis 
in faucibus. Maecenas id consectetur 
nunc. Suspendisse id purus imperdiet, 
suscipit turpis quis, sagittis nisl. Duis ut 
pharetra risus.

Donec porta ut mauris id mollis. 
Maecenas quis fringilla felis. Sed auctor 
dolor non dolor blandit porttitor. Etiam 
vestibulum, nunc ultricies scelerisque 
venenatis, ligula tortor cursus sem, vitae 
mollis lectus dolor a augue. Vivamus 
tincidunt odio et ipsum cursus, non 
egestas ex rutrum. Phasellus fermentum 
luctus dui. Ut vel tincidunt ante. Nulla 
sed nisi feugiat, auctor lorem eget, 
ultrices sapien. Aliquam id volutpat est. 
Etiam ac rutrum eros, ac vestibulum mi. 
Etiam nisi diam, viverra non facilisis sit 
amet, sollicitudin nec metus. Phasellus 
lacinia pharetra orci vel molestie. Morbi 

feugiat ante ut mattis suscipit. Sed 
efficitur lectus eget libero vestibulum, ac 
imperdiet diam rutrum. Cras vitae viverra 
quam. Sed et lobortis diam, in pulvinar 
nisl. Phasellus lobortis metus diam, vel 
placerat eros fringilla nec. Interdum et 
malesuada fames ac ante ipsum primis 
in faucibus. Maecenas id consectetur 
nunc. Suspendisse id purus imperdiet, 
suscipit turpis quis, sagittis nisl. Duis ut 
pharetra risus.
Donec porta ut mauris id mollis. 
Maecenas quis fringilla felis. Sed auctor 
dolor non dolor blandit porttitor. Etiam 
vestibulum, nunc ultricies scelerisque 
venenatis, ligula tortor cursus sem, vitae 
mollis lectus dolor a augue. Vivamus 
tincidunt odio et ipsum cursus, non 
egestas ex rutrum. Phasellus fermentum 
luctus dui. Ut vel tincidunt ante. Nulla sed 
nisi feugiat, auctor lorem eget, ultrices 
sapien. Aliquam id volutpat est. Etiam 
ac rutrum eros, ac vestibulum mi. Etiam 
nisi diam, viverra non facilisis sit amet, 
sollicitudin

LOREM IPSUM DOLOR SIT AMET

Pitch concepts for the University of Reading prospectus. Intial front covers 
and spreads for Undergraduate and Postgraduate options.

University of Reading
Prospectus 2017



Pharmasol
psiXchange Adcepts

Initial concepts for ad campaign for document management 
software for the pharma industry
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Rationale:
Combining the tagline, ‘Adversity doesn’t 

equal catastrophe’ with the concept of 
the ‘document processing landscape’ 

we use a cutout technique to show the 
user overcoming adversity in a variety 

of situations, mountaineering, tightrope, 
kayaking etc.

 Option 1: Adversity
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Rationale:
Using the proverb ‘Plan for the worst, 

hope for the best’ we show a business 
man making extreme plans for possible 

problems in maintaining compliance. 
Examples of a business person with a 

helmet and shield, riot gear and gas 
mask, a massive backpack containing far 
too much equipment and pots and pans 

to be safe. These would stand out well 
against a white background or a bespoke 

photoshoot in a business environment 
would add humour.

 Option 5: Planning
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Rationale:
Focussing on the ‘Business Critical 

Workflow’ we show a complex digital 
workflow diagram, it is however 

constructed by lines similar to that seen 
on a medical monitor. They glow and 
pulse reinforcing the reliability of the 
product and the certainty of control.

 Option 3: Criticality
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The elegantly designed K3 
is certainly a work of art.

A gently curved aluminium body with arc edges that  
fits gracefully in the palm of your hand.

Full-screen image.

Collapsible left-
hand navigation.

Scrolling down takes the user on a journey through the 
House and Gardens. Each page has options to exit the 
journey and read more information in detail (see overleaf).

Option 2: Home page
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The elegantly designed K3 
is certainly a work of art.

A gently curved aluminium body with arc edges that  
fits gracefully in the palm of your hand.

Menu is shown in 
collapsed mode.

Button to exit 
the journey and 
explore the 
Gardens further.

Option 2: Gardens page
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The elegantly designed K3 
is certainly a work of art.

A gently curved aluminium body with arc edges that  
fits gracefully in the palm of your hand.

Small garden 
article with 
picture.

Small garden 
article, no picture.

Scroll down or click 
here to return to the 
journey.

Large garden 
article expanded.

Option 2: Gardens detail

Chiswick House 
Website and digital 

identity refresh

New website for 
Chiswick house, 
involving full screen 
images, multi-
directional scrolling 
navigation, modular 
layout for mobile. 
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Option 1 – with single continuous image

Posters using different 
crops of the main 
image

Ad:Tech visual identity 
2016

Combining three 
separate identities 
into one 3D graphic 
to retain a different 
aspect for each 
keyword whilst 
bringing the whole 
identity together as a 
whole. 
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Rationale:
Customer power and a character that 

embodies this empowerment,  
‘Captain CRM’. The DM Piece is actually a 
comic-sized 12 page story that illustrates 

the benefits of K3 CRM & Microsoft 
Dynamics to empower customers.  

The problems faced can also be illustrated 
by personifying the pain points as 

supervillains. The DM Comic is encased in 
a professional, clear-acetate comic case. 

Another option is to give away a Captain 
CRM 3D printed character.

 Option 1: Captain CRM
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Rationale:
A form of social revolution is taking 

place. Graphics are based on famous 
revolutionary themes of ‘Power to the 

people’. We focus on the empowerment of 
the utility company’s end users and about 

what some of those utility companies 
sell. A secondary theme running is the 
‘Evol’ being ‘love’ backwards, love the 

revolution. The DM piece could be a boxed 
giveaway with a ‘Little Book of Revolution’ 

that carries the main messaging in a 
tongue-in-cheek ‘Sayings of the chairman’ 

way. There could also be a passport, or 
new documentation and identification 

papers for after the revolution.

 Option 2: Power to the people
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Rationale:
To give your customers what they want,  

you’ve got to identify and get to know 
them. They’re more than just a face in 

the crowd each one is an individual, with 
specific needs. Identify the individual 
entity and manage your relationship 

with them and you will become a more 
dynamic organisation. We show the man 

in the crowd in a video card DM.  
The man is filmed–perhaps at a busy 
station with everyone moving quite 

quickly but out of focus–while he sends his 
message via cards.

 Option 4: ID:ENTITY
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Rationale:
To give your customers what they want,  

you’ve got to identify and get to know 
them. They’re more than just a face in 

the crowd each one is an individual, with 
specific needs. Identify the individual 
entity and manage your relationship 

with them and you will become a more 
dynamic organisation. We show the man 

in the crowd in a video card DM.  
The man is filmed–perhaps at a busy 
station with everyone moving quite 

quickly but out of focus–while he sends his 
message via cards.

 Option 4: ID:ENTITY
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Rationale:
A form of social revolution is taking 

place. Graphics are based on famous 
revolutionary themes of ‘Power to the 

people’. We focus on the empowerment of 
the utility company’s end users and about 

what some of those utility companies 
sell. A secondary theme running is the 
‘Evol’ being ‘love’ backwards, love the 

revolution. The DM piece could be a boxed 
giveaway with a ‘Little Book of Revolution’ 

that carries the main messaging in a 
tongue-in-cheek ‘Sayings of the chairman’ 

way. There could also be a passport, or 
new documentation and identification 

papers for after the revolution.

 Option 2: Power to the people
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Rationale:
Customer power and a character that 

embodies this empowerment,  
‘Captain CRM’. The DM Piece is actually a 
comic-sized 12 page story that illustrates 

the benefits of K3 CRM & Microsoft 
Dynamics to empower customers.  

The problems faced can also be illustrated 
by personifying the pain points as 

supervillains. The DM Comic is encased in 
a professional, clear-acetate comic case. 

Another option is to give away a Captain 
CRM 3D printed character.

 Option 1: Captain CRM

K3 CRM 
Love your customers 

DM

Initial concepts for a customer 
empowerment direct mail piece. 
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 Power to the people

K3 CRM 
Love your customers 

DM

Final visuals for Customer 
Revolution DM. Featuring bespoke 
DM box, USB giveaway and 
printed material.
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Direct mail box and Google Cardboard
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The process

1. A direct mail piece containing 
Google Cardboard goggles is sent out 
to mailing list with an invitation to the 
‘Look to the future’ interactive event.

2. Using the VR goggles, the invitee 
visits ‘Stage 1’ of the VR experience, 
which  acts as a teaser for the main 
event. The countdown clock moves 
forward towards the event date. On the 
actual day, the clock would be replaced 
with a ‘Click here to join!’ message. 

3. On the day of the main event, we 
release three presentations, which 
may be videos or slide shares or 
similar. These can be watched or 
played in the VR environment using 
the goggles or on a K3 CRM branded 
web page.

NB: At key points during the main 
event presentation we can promote 
extra content to be utilised by the 
VR goggles.
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Virtual reality content

K3 CRM 
Love your customers 

DM

Expansion to the original DM piece to include 
VR glasses and VR experience where users can 
meet the team, watch videos and read important 
infographics in a new way.
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Rationale:
Young vibrant energy shots feature 
against a dark night-time cityscape 
background with neon elements. 
Energy courses through the main 
character, through her music and her 
phone. Energy sparks and crackles 
around the scene.

 Option 1: A great performance
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Rationale:
The phone is surrounded by many, 
small interacting elements that focus 
on it’s many applications, it’s camera 
features and sound capacity. 

 Option 2: So many uses

ZTE 
Blade A112 Launch 

material

Initial concepts and mood board 
for Chinese company to visualise 
campaign collateral.
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Rationale:
Posters placed in the male and female 
bathrooms. The male posters feature 
a female, the female a male, both half-
dressed in PPE attire. 

The playful line ‘Let’s get it on’ is 
backed up by copy encouraging the 
employee to make sure they have the 
correct PPE on before starting work, 
with an accompanying checklist of the 
correct items.

	 Option	3:	 Let’s	get	it	on
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Rationale:
A floor/wall sticker of a life-size tape 
outline of a body. This was Dave:

– Dave used to work here. 
– Dave didn’t wear his safety gear. 
– Dave was an idiot. 
– Don’t be like Dave.

An accompanying custom hazard sign 
reinforces the statement and lists the 
correct PPE that each employee should 
be wearing at all times. 

	 Option	4:	 Don’t	be	like	Dave
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Rationale:
Stickers and posters for the changing 
room / locker area feature the line 
‘Check yourself out!’ Cardboard cutouts 
can be placed beside, above, and even 
below the lockers featuring characters 
playfully checking each other out. 
Wobblers can also be affixed to the 
lockers, hand dryers and sinks in the 
same areas. 

A poster reinforces the statement 
that can be placed alongside or inside 
lockers. The poster gives a more 
in-depth breakdown of the statement 
and lists the PPE that should be worn.

	 Option	5:	 Check	yourself	out!

DLR 
PPE Awareness  

Campaign

Concepts for a campaign to raise 
awareness of Personal Protection 
Equipment on the factory/
maintenance floor at Docklands 
Light Railway.
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Option 1: Moodboard
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Option 2: Moodboard
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This is our response
This is what we did.

Option 1: Beauty meets power
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This is our response
This is what we did.

Option 2: Power you can depend on

ZTE 
K3 Digital campaign

Initial concepts and mood boards 
to communicate to Chinese clients 
the visual campaign for online 
promotion of the new K3 Phone.
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The standard structure
The standard structure 

While the current trend has been 
done to death, it was a welcome 
design improvement when it emerged 
about 18 months ago. It’s also brought 
responsive design to a huge number of 
websites, which has enhanced mobile 
browsing. 

As the way we consume the web 
has changed, common UI design 
patterns have emerged, leaving little 
opportunity for innovation. Wide/fluid 
background sections combined with 
long vertical scrolling, hero sliders, and 
parallax feature strips have become 
very common. Coupled with the ever-
increasing popularity of the theme 
marketplace – WordPress being a 
prime example – it’s often hard to tell 
websites apart. The K3 Retail website 
is guilty of this. 

But having a similar look isn’t 
necessarily a bad thing. For example, 
a checkout will always be a checkout 
and should function as such. There’s 
no reason to reinvent the wheel. UI 
patterns must guide users through a 
smooth experience.

So the biggest problem with the 
current design trend is that it’s very 
difficult to be original. Any website 
following this pattern will feel the 
same, regardless of minor colour and 
image differences. This is a side effect 
of mass adoption. Early adopters are 
no doubt feeling stale today.

Navigation

Secondary navigation

At-a-glance services

Reinforcement statements

Secondary content

Footer links

Carousel

a
b

o
v
e
 t

h
e
 f

o
ld
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Option 1:  Hero image
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Option 1: Homepage
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Option 1: Card layout
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Innovations

Card layouts: Pioneered by Pinterest, cards are 
everywhere on the web because they present 
information in bite-sized chunks perfect for 
scanning. Each card represents one unified concept. 
Since they act as ’content containers‘, their 
rectangular shape makes them easier to rearrange 
for different device break points.

The constraints of smaller screens have actually 
helped the web to become that little bit more 
modular, with responsive design now one of the 
foremost web design trends. Pages can be broken 
up into their constituent parts, and reordered on 
the fly, depending on browser or screen sizes. 
Content spread over three or four columns can be 
repositioned into just one.

Animation is being used more and more to enhance 
storytelling, making the experience more interactive 
and entertaining. Our eyes are naturally drawn to 
motion, which makes it the perfect tool for drawing 
a user’s attention. Motion can also help with visual 
hierarchy and can help add interest and intrigue 
to forms, calls to action and menu items. Smooth 
scrolling relies on animation and gives further 
control to the user, who can determine the pace 
of how the animation unfolds. However, you can’t 
just stick animation in anywhere. Consider carefully 
whether it adds to your website’s story.

Hero images: Since vision is the strongest human sense,  
high-definition hero images are one of the fastest ways to 
grab a user’s attention. Thanks to advances in bandwidth  
and data compression, users won’t suffer from slow load  
times either. One common layout you’ll find is a hero image 
above the scroll, followed by either zig-zagging sections  
or a cards-based arrangement.

K3 Retail 
Website concepts and 

rationale

Initial presentation of how standard website design can 
be expanded on to use full screen images and modular 
layout whilst still retaining a professional cutting edge.
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Option 1
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Option 2
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Option 2
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Option 2

Red Whale 
GP promotional cam-

paign

Initial concepts for printed 
material and website to promote a 
campaign within GP surgeries to 
raise awareness of the work that 
GP’s do.



Personal Personal projects involving 
digital painting for concept 
artwork
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